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Monday 13th March 2017

Dear Parents and Carers of pupils in Y4 and Y5,
We have been offered some instrumental keyboard lessons by North Yorkshire Music Service.
These would be lessons for a group of up to eight pupils for half an hour lesson with a shared
cost of each lesson being £22.50 per lesson. This would take the individual cost per lesson to
approx. £2.82 per lesson. As I’m sure you would agree, this represents exceptional value. The
Music service would bring the keyboards for each lesson for the children to use in school.
We would need parents to commit to and pay for a full half term of lessons to ensure that we
could run the sessions at the agreed cost. Should a child withdraw during the half term, we
wouldn’t be able to refund the missed sessions. Also, should a child withdraw at the end of a
term, the cost per pupil could increase if we were unable to find another pupil to fill the place. I
believe this would still represent exceptional value for musical tuition.
Initially, we need to gauge interest to see if it is viable to run the lessons so, if you would be
interested in a place for your child, please complete and return the slip below. If there are more
children interested than places available, we will offer them on a first come first served basis.
Yours sincerely,

Neil Hedworth
Headteacher

Child’s Name: ______________________________________ Class: ____________
I would be interested in the keyboard lessons offered by the Music Service and would be
happy to pay for a half term’s lessons in advance. I understand that these would be lessons for
a group of up to eight pupils for half an hour lesson with a shared cost of each lesson being
£22.50 per lesson. This would take the individual cost per lesson to approx. £2.82 per lesson.

Signed: ______________________________ (parent / carer)

_________________ (Date)
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